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Over the years CCI has given and sold several series of Commemorative and Special Occasion boxes and gift packs. This publication makes an effort to keep as up to date as possible these commemorative event boxes.

The primary sections are as follows:
1. CCI-18A Retirement Commemoratives– Long Rifle 100 PAC
2. CCI-18B Retirement Commemoratives– Long Rifle 50 PAC
3. CCI-18C Retirement Commemoratives– WMR 50 PAC
4. CCI-18D Special Event Commemoratives– Long Rifle 50 PAC
5. CCI-19 Christmas Boxes
Thanks to John Witt for supplying us with copies of his father's (Otto Witt) CCI commemorative boxes.

Otto Witt

Special thanks to the following collectors for helping me with this project by supplying me with box images and sharing their knowledge.

Kenneth Alexander
Dave Clemence
"COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 100 PAC

LR-1

LR-2

LR-3

LR-4

LR-5
LR-1  **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, "MINI-MAG". Blue tint box with a clear lid. Florescent label with black printing. Nickel-plated case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. Head stamped "HNA" as shown on the box label.

LR-2  **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, "MINI-MAG". Same as LR-1 except for a florescent yellow label and a "ERI" h/s.

LR-3  **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, "MINI-MAG". Same as LR-1 except for a florescent pink label and a "JMc" h/s.

LR-4  **.22 LONG RIFLE (HIGH VELOCITY)**, "MINI-MAG". Amber tint box with a clear lid. Light gray label with black printing. Brass case with a copper-plated bullet. "BR" h/s. Variations noted:
(a) Solid point bullet.
(b) Hollow point bullet.


Thanks to John Witt for supplying us with copies of his father's (Otto Witt) CCI commemorative boxes.

Otto Witt

LR-7  **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, "MINI-MAG". Amber tint plastic box with a clear lid. A buff color insert label with black and gray printing. Brass case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. "65 over a winged H over 95" h/s. (1995)

LR-8  **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, "MINI-MAO". Amber tint plastic box with a clear lid. White label with red, black and yellow printing. Brass case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. "FJK" h/s. (Sept. 1998)

LR-9  **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, "MINI-MAG". Smoke colored plastic box with a clear lid. A taupe colored label with black and white printing. Brass case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. "VB" h/s. (2 June, 2003)

LR-10 **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, "MINI-MAG". Amber plastic box with a clear lid. White label with blue and red printing. "BB" h/s on a brass case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. (4 June 2003)
CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 100 PAC

LR-11
CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

S-1

LR-1

LR-2

LR-3

CCI-18B
S-1  **.22 SHORT (HOLLOW POINT)**. Amber plastic box with a clear lid. White and blue label with blue, red and white printing "WJM" h/s on a brass case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. (Feb. 1997)

LR-1  **.22 LONG RIFLE (ULTRA VELOCITY)**. "STINGER". Blue tint plastic box with a clear lid. "BH" h/s on a plated Stinger case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. (June 1997)

LR-2  **.22 LONG RIFLE (ULTRA VELOCITY)**. "STINGER". Blue tint plastic box with a clear lid. White, gold, black and red label with yellow and black printing. "Ruthless" h/s on a plated Stinger case with a copper-plated hollow-point bullet. (Dec. 1998)

LR-3  **.22 LONG RIFLE (ULTRA VELOCITY)**. "STINGER". Blue tint plastic box with a clear lid. Pastel blue label with black, yellow, red and white printing. A plated Stinger case with the silhouette of a "F-14" for the h/s. Copper-plated hollow point bullet. (May 2000)
"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-4

LR-5

LR-6

LR-7
"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-8

LR-9

LR-10

LR-11
LR-8 **.22 LONG RIFLE (ULTRA VELOCITY)**, "STINGER". Blue tint plastic box with a clear lid. Blue and white label with blue and white printing. Red logo." CCI over a buffalo head over KLA” h/s on a Stinger plated case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. (Apr. 2005)


LR-10 **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, A amber tinted plastic box with a clear lid. A multicolored label with black printing. Brass case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. The h/s is "AJ" in a map of Texas. (Apr. 2005)

LR-11 **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, A amber tinted plastic box with a clear lid. A white and brown label with black printing. Brass case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. The h/s is "a Scottie dog . (Aug.. 2006)
CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-12

LR-13

LR-14

LR-15
LR-12 **.22 LONG RIFLE (SEGMENTED HOLLOW POINT)**. A amber tinted plastic box with a clear lid. A white label with black printing. Brass case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. The h/s is "a golf club head . (Jun. 2009)

LR-13 **.22 LONG RIFLE (ULTRA VELOCITY)**, "STINGER". Blue tint plastic box with a clear lid. Brown and white label with white printing. Red logo."M&M" h/s on a Stinger plated case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. (Jum. 2007)

LR-14 **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, A amber tinted plastic box with a clear lid. A yellow, blue, and green label with white and red printing. Brass case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. "RANDY HOLT" h/s. (2011)

LR-15 **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, "MINI-MAG" A amber tinted plastic box with a clear lid. A blue, red, and white label with white and red printing. Brass case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. "CCI over outline of Idaho" h/s.
"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-16

LR-17

LR-18

LR-19
"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC


LR-19   **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, "SUPPRESSOR". Smoke tinted plastic box with a clear lid. Gray label with white and black printing. Red logo." "Lr"" h/s on a brass case with a 45 gr. copper-plated hollow point bullet. Scott Lawrence, 34 years. (2014)
CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-20

LR-21

Kevin McKeegan 1977-2015

06/04/1977 Machine Tool Operator Trainee
07/04/1977 Machinist Apprentice
08/15/1981 Machinist 2
08/03/1983 Assistant Supervisor
10/12/1990 Trainee Program
01/10/1989 Machinist
04/01/15 CHECKERED FLAG!

LR-22

Happy Retirement DWIGHT WHITTLEF
Federal Premium - 42 Years!

LR-23

Brett Olin CCI/Speer 1983-2016

6/22/1983 EXTRAORDINARY
6/29/1983 DEVELOPMENT
10/5/1986 ASSEMBLER RFAA
1/21/1995 RETIREMENT
1/29/1996 ASSEMBLER RFAA
2/7/1996 ENGINEERING ASST
6/29/1996 ENGINEERING TECH
3/6/1996 R&Q Engineer
11/3/2013 R&D Engineer
1/4/2016 RETIREMENT
CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-20  .22 LONG RIFLE (TACTICAL)  “OPC”. A smoke tinted plastic box with a clear lid. A light blue label with black, white and red printing. Brass case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. TRIBUTE TO THE FOUNDERS


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-24

LR-25

LR-26

LR-27

CCI-18B
"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC


LR-26  **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, A clear plastic box with a clear lid. A multi-colored label with red and black printing. “SHEL” h/s on a brass case. Shelia Lutes (2016)

CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-28

LR-29

LR-30

LR-31

CCI-18B


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-32

LR-33

LR-34

LR-35

CCI-18B
CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-36

LR-37

LR-38

LR-39

CCI-18B


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-40

LR-41

LR-42

LR-43

CCI-18B


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-44

LR-45

LR-46

LR-47


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-48

LR-49

LR-50

LR-51

CCI-18B

LR-49  .22 LONG RIFLE (STANDARD VELOCITY), A clear plastic box with a clear lid. A multi-colored label with red and black printing. “LEO” h/s on a brass case. Leo Darrow  (2017)


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-52

LR-53

LR-54

LR-55


"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-56

LR-57

LR-58

LR-59
"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-56  \textbf{.22 LONG RIFLE (STANDARD VELOCITY)}, A clear plastic box with a clear lid. A multi-colored label with red and black printing. “PM” h/s on a brass case. Patti Mann (2017)

LR-57  \textbf{.22 LONG RIFLE (STANDARD VELOCITY)}, A clear plastic box with a clear lid. A multi-colored label with red and black printing. “LB” h/s on a brass case. Larry Browning (2017)


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-64

Happy Retirement 41 Years
CARMEN GRUELL

LR-65

Congratulations Kathy Darst

LR-66

Happy Retirement
Mark Miles

LR-67

The mountains are calling and I must go.

CCI 189

cci speer

1977 New Hire, Assembler - RFAA
1995 Transfer, Tool Crib Operator - Machine Shop

CCI

27 Years of Service

New Hire Extra Board E.B. to Regular Assembler Transfer to Mailroom Clerk Transfer to Shipping/Receiving Clerk Transfer to Traffic Coordinator

CCI 189

39 Years of Service

New Hire Promotion Promotion Promotion Transfer to Lewiston Facility Machinist

CCI 189

38 Years of Service

New Hire, Machine Operator - PMP Promotion, Set-up Trainer - PMP Promotion, Set-up - PMP Layoff Temporary Transfer, Production Coordinator - PMP Status change to Permanent Production Coordinator - Rimfire Priming Promotion, Production Supervisor, PMP Promotion, Department Manager, Rimfire Priming Transfer, Department Manager, Primer Assembly Transfer, Department Manager, Chemistry
"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-64 .22 LONG RIFLE (STANDARD VELOCITY), A clear plastic box with a clear lid. A multi-colored label with red and black printing. “CG in paw print” h/s on a brass case. Carmen Gruell (2018)


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-68

LR-69

LR-70

LR-71

CCI-18B


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-72

LR-73

LR-74

LR-75

CCI-18B


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-76

LR-77

LR-78

LR-79

CCI-18B
"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" LONG RIFLE 50 PAC

LR-76 .22 LONG RIFLE (STANDARD VELOCITY), A clear plastic box with a clear lid. A multi-colored label with red and black printing. “WAYNE’S WORLD” h/s on a brass case. Wayne Cox (2019)


CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" WMR 50 PAC

WMR-1

WMR-2

WMR-3

WMR-4
WMR-1. **.22 WIN. MAG. RIMFIRE (HOLLOW POINT).** "MAXI-MAG". Clear plastic box and lid. Florescent green label with black printing. Nickel plated case with copper-plated hollow point bullet. Head stamp "HNA" as shown on the box.

WMR-2. **.22 WIN. MAG. RIMFIRE (HOLLOW POINT).** "MAXI-MAG". Same as WMR-1 except for a florescent yellow label and an "ERI" h/s.

WMR-3. **.22 WIN. MAG. RIMFIRE (HOLLOW POINT).** "MAXI-MAG". Same as WMR-1 except for a florescent pink label and a "JMc" h/s.

WMR-4. **.22 WIN. MAG. RIMFIRE (HOLLOW POINT).** "MAXI-MAG+V" Clear plastic box and lid Buff label with black printing. "ACL" h/s. (1993)
CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" WMR 50 PAC

WMR-5

WMR-6

WMR-7

WMR-8

CCI-18C
WMR-5. **.22 WIN. MAG. RIMFIRE (HOLLOW POINT).** "MAXI-MAG+V". Clear plastic box and lid. Light buff label with black printing. "63 WRS 94" h/s.

WMR-6. **.22 WIN. MAG. RIMFIRE (HOLLOW POINT).** "MAXI-MAG". Blue tint plastic box with a clear lid. White wrap around label with yellow, black, blue, red and pink printing. Brass case with "BE" h/s loaded with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. (June 2000)

WMR-7. **.22 WIN. MAG. RIMFIRE (HOLLOW POINT).** "TNT". Clear plastic box and lid. White label with black, red, yellow and green printing. "ALS" h/s on a brass case with a hollow point bullet. (June 2000)

WMR-8. **.22 WIN. MAG. RIMFIRE (HOLLOW POINT).** "MAXI-MAG". Yellow tint plastic box with a clear lid. A buff colored label with black and red printing. Brass case with a copper-plated hollow point bullet. Head stamp is a small "b" over a large "B". (Jan. 2001)
CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" WMR 50 PAC

WMR-9

WMR-10

WMR-11

WMR-12

Ken Kees ~ Accolades

CCI-18C
WMR-9  .22 WIN. MAG. RIMFIRE (HOLLOW POINT), "MAXI-MAG". Clear plastic box and lid. Buff colored label with black printing. Brass case with a copper plated hollow point bullet. Head stamp is a "D" around a "I". (2001)

WMR-10  .22 WIN. MAG. RIMFIRE (HOLLOW POINT), "TNT" Smoke colored plastic box with a clear lid. A buff colored label. with black, brown, and blue printing. Brass case with a copper plated hollow point bullet. Head stamp is "TT". (Oct. 2003)

WMR-11  .22 WIN. MAG. RIMFIRE (HOLLOW POINT), "V-MAX" Smoke colored plastic box with a clear lid. A Blue and white colored label. with black, and blue printing. Brass case with a copper plated hollow point bullet. Head stamp is "VM". (May. 2008)

WMR-12  .22 WIN. MAG. RIMFIRE (HOLLOW POINT), "GD" Smoke colored plastic box with a clear lid. A Blue and white colored label. with black, and blue printing. Brass case with a copper plated hollow point bullet. Head stamp is "KPK over BMW logo".
CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE" WMR 50 PAC

WMR-9

Mike Berghammer CCI-Speer 1973/2014
Hired at Speer 9/1973
Hired by Omark 7/1/1975
GM, Estate Cartridge 1/14/2001
GM, CCI/Speer 5/13/2002
Area Manager RF/Speer 2/7/2014
Happy Trails 12/31/2014
CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

“EVENT COMMEMORATIVE"

LR-1

LR-2

CCI-18D

Remembrance gift for participants of the 2009 ATK Outdoor Product Conference

LR-2  **.22 LONG RIFLE (STINGER)** A clear plastic box with a clear lid. A black and white label with red, white and black printing. “C” h/s on a nickel case. 40th anniversary of Stinger introduction (2017)
"CHRISTMAS Boxes"

LR-2005

LR-2006

S-2007

LR-2008
"CHRISTMAS Boxes"

LR-2  **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, 2005

LR-3  **.22 LONG RIFLE (HOLLOW POINT)**, 2006

S-1   **.22 SHORT (HOLLOW POINT)**, 2007

LR-5  **.22 LONG RIFLE (SGB)** 2008
"CHRISTMAS Boxes"

LR-2009

LR-2010

LR-2011

LR-2012
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LR-6</td>
<td>.22 LONG RIFLE (STINGER)</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR-7</td>
<td>.22 LONG RIFLE (AR TACTICAL)</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR-8</td>
<td>.22 LONG RIFLE (STANDARD VELOCITY)</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR-9</td>
<td>.22 LONG RIFLE (SGB)</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CASCADE CARTRIDGE, Inc.

"CHRISTMAS Boxes"

LR-2013

LR-2014

LR-2015
LR-10  **.22 LONG RIFLE (STINGER)**, 2013

LR-11  **.22 LONG RIFLE (STANDARD VELOCITY)**, 2014

LR-12  **.22 LONG RIFLE (AR TACTICAL)**, 2015
LR-2015B .22 LONG RIFLE (STANDARD VELOCITY) 2015

Available in a 3-Pack– Product Code 932GFT
"CHRISTMAS Boxes"

LR-2016A

LR-2016B

LR-2017

LR-2018
LR-2016A  **.22 LONG RIFLE (STANDARD VELOCITY)**, 2016
Part # 931GFT

LR-2016B  **.22 LONG RIFLE (STANDARD VELOCITY)**, 2016. Presented by CCI/SPEER to its Lewiston employees. Part # CCI-Xmas-16

LR-2017  **.22 LONG RIFLE (STANDARD VELOCITY)**, 2017. Presented by CCI/SPEER to its Lewiston employees. Part # CCI-Xmas-17

LR-2018  **.22 LONG RIFLE (STANDARD VELOCITY)**, 2018. Presented by CCI/SPEER to its Lewiston employees. Part # CCI-Xmas-18
Otto Witt’s RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE HEADSTAMPS

Bill Thomas 2000
Arlen Chaney 1993
Allan Jones 2005
Lee Squires 2000
Bill Henry 2001
Bill Keyes 1994
Bill Robinson 1993
Carol Schwartz 2005
Eric Nelson 2005
Elmer Imthurn 1992
Fritz Kaufman 1998
Harold Hedrick 1995
Ken Alexander 2005
Mark Weber 2003
Rick Rogers 2003
Ruth Barnes 1998

Courtesy of Otto Witt
Otto Witt’s RETIREMENT COMMEMORATIVE HEADSTAMPS

Bob Bjerke 2003
Bruce Young 2003
Bob Evans 1997
Bill Hastings 1997

Darrel Inman 2001
Derwood Jones 2005
Delitha Kilgore 2003
Doug Glenn 2002

Henry Ard 1992
Jim Ward 2003
Jerry McGehee 1992
Ken Dolph 2005

Terry Thompson 2003
Vern Breazeal 2003
Walt Stevens 1994
Bill Mitchell 1997

Courtesy of Otto Witt